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Prexy Explains Tag Day Red Feather
drive volun- Tags Blossom
’ licitors, who are representatives from all onwill make Here Today
s
students, Faculty Join
ASfl President Don Schaeffer is shown here outlining
I.ns;for Tag Day to Community Chest

Protesting a rent overcharge,
Harry Carlsen and 28 other Chi
Pi Slona police fraternity members seek triple damages in a suit
filed in San Francisco court yesterday. The suit asks $8836 damages from Mrs. Velma Klotzbach,
121 S. 15 street, landlord.
Last year the fraternity members lived at 265, 271 and 275 N.
Fifth street and allegedly paid
S400 a month in rent. The suit
contends that the legal top rent
should have been $65.50 and under
rent control legislation triple damages may be awarded.
Mrs. Klotzbach asserts that she
rented rooms on an individual
basis to members of the fraternity at $7.50 a week. However, she
agreed to a flat $400 a month rate
to all 23 roomers if they would
collect
the
money
and
pay
monthly.

Tbd junior, class will hold a rally
Thursday night at 7:3ff in the’ Morris Dailey auditorium.
Among the events scheduled is
a talk by Mr. Milton Lan3on,
class adviser. Johnny Melendez
will lead yells and Art Butler will
present a skit. Hiram Lovelace
will sing a few selections.
Ron La Mar and Phil Ward will
sing. Norvella Pitney, Rosemary
Gavia and Joyce Dow also will entertain.
A dance in the Student Union
%yin follow the rally. Plans are
being made to engage a combo
for the dance.
In charge of the Tally is MergieGoody. Betty Blewett is handling
publirity and Dale Brown is., talent
:;cou t.
Glve swiftly to help in "Fitt
Huy a tag!

P Roundup

Rankin Planning
Huge Bonus Bill
chairman John Rankin of the
Ilouse Veteran’s committee has
promised that it will take up a
for
multi -billion dollar bonus
World War II veterans next year.
President Gordon Sproul of the
University of California reminded,
professors again that the antiCommunist oath is a condition of
employment. The regents of the
school have been accused of exceeding their powers in making
the oath compulsory.
The allegedly pro-communist
United Electrical Workers -union
has read itself out of the CIO, It
was scheduled to be dropped anyway.
Observers in Washington are
predicting that either Admiral
Chester Nimitz or Admiral W. H.
P. Blandy will take over as Chief
of Naval Operations. They believe
that Nimitz could soothe the unification squabble.
Retired General Claire Chennault has declared himself in favor
of trying once more to save China
from the Reds. He recommends
an air force patterned after the
Flying Tigers, backed by a US
Military Aid mission.
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organizations. The student solicitors
ort to boost the campus fund campaign.

In Final Campus Drive
To Wei Chest Quota

’Red’ Teacher
Asks Chance

BUY A TAG
(E DI T

R 1 A 14

Today and tomorrow have been officially designated -Tag Days
Dr. Herbert J. Phillips. openly
the campus. Every student, faculty member and employee of San , avowed Cnrnmunist and exTprofesJose State college will be asked to wear a tag today end Thursday as sot- of philosophy at the University
.
his and her part in this year’s big Community Chest4dilot
’of Washington, bas ietstested perThis tag will symbolize a spirit that must not be allowed to die
mission from the student council
in the worldthe spirit of "giving". While it is true that America to speak at San Jose State.
The request came in the form of
has sometimes been called -upon to carry more than her share of the
on

Red Feather tags will blossom
on Washington Square today .and
tomorrow as students’ and faculty
join together in the last concenlrated push to meet .the campus
Community Chest quota.
More than 80 students, reprehentatives from campus organizations, will serve as solicitors in
the all-out drive, according to Don
Shaeffer, student body president.
Solicitors may pick up containers and tags in the ASB office. Shaeffer said. They will
einpty full containers in thoGraduate Manager’s office, and pick up
uxtra tags at the ASB office. Shaeffer said that solicitors
have been instructed to contact
’ all students who are without tags.
"The point of this concentrated’
campaign is to have a Red Feather
tag on every student and faculty
memher on Washing,ton ,Square,"
Shaeffer said.
Students wearing tags are free
ttoorleisavneoctlaswesaroonnmgshiitstthaegnisshtiauecf:

a _leiter which. _a_aid in part_that,
am convinced that American
students welcome the opportunity fer indicated. Those students with of hearing and cross-questioning emuatintaignsewia.islsl. be expected. to re.
a Communist professor."
AsB president Don Schaeffer 1 ’A special highlight of the drive
try there. are still many needy people who have been dropped along stated that the council could not ivill be tonight’s showing of the
the waysideit is these people who will benefit by the clear con- sponsor Phillips’ appearance. The campus movie, "Hail,’ Spartans,
letter %lilt
for u anted to other Hail." The Red Feather tag will
sciences of all Spartan tagwearers.
Out of many many worthy causes that conduct periodic drive,_, student organizations, home.. er. serve as admission to this filmic
in the United States the Community Chest remains the greatest by . (Ed’s note: The Student "1- to be shown at 7 p.m. in the Morsponsoi..si I/I-. Phillips’ speeches at
.s Dailey auditorium. Tags may
benefiting the most deerving ??Iciiv;duals. The Community Cf;lest is
. the l’>inf t’aitfurnia---wftd--thr-of---be-seeueeti-at-the-tioor.the only charity-ihat is allowed full reign on the San Jose State col- washington.)
lege cartnpu,. Stete campus irhabitan’s car.nct afford’ to ignore +he
Switching hack to the eacripos
opportunity to throw their complete uoecrt behind the Chest’s meg- ,scene the couneiryesterday voted Here s How Communit.,,
world’s financial troubles, if is also true that the average American,
in depression or poverty, has always managed to carry the worthy
Community Chest.
Whoever wears a tag during ’Tag Days- also wears a dear conscience. Despite unprecedented prosperity being enjoyed in this coun

aim.
te extend insurance emerae, to
Volunteer students by the score will contact every individual in the "Senior Overnig1;1" at A,ihe
mat. Inter-fraiernity leaguo fool (he college today and tomorrow. They are "giving" in every true
sense of the word; giving their time and money toward the greatest ball games \sill also be ct4ver.’d
this insurance even though
of cases. These students deserve respect every bit as much as the
games are played away
Community Chest deserves, and needs, contributions.
For every lag the voluntee- student is asky for whatever con- school property.
tribution the approached.irdividual can afford to the Commun;t,
Chest. In return for this contribution the donor ’not only _will receive U
a tag to wear along with thousands of other people but will receive
The United Press weather repeace of mind that can only be gained by unselfish, wholehearted port says tod ay w11
i be cool with
glvong,
local fog.

P ;lays (onier

Run-off Elections
Run-off elections for class officers will be held today and tomorrow in the Student Union.
Polls will be open from 9 to 4
today and from 9 to 12 tomorrow.
Three offices will be decided in
this election. Dick Cirigliano and
Belmont Reid will vie for senior
class president. Jeanne Hoffman
Kerwin and Jacquelyn Thomas are
in the run-offs for junior class
secretary. Fred Michels will be opposed by Pat Welch in the finals
for senior treasurer.

1Faculty

Chest Dollar Is Spent
This is how your Community
Ch(st dollar is stx-rit:
S5.!.’. for the 21 local services
.
70.3’. for year round adminis!ration of Welfare Council’s total
: program
41’ for Cattipaii.i/ costs
2.S’: for year round public information
,
1.9’, reserve for uncollectible
pledges.

Chest Leaders Plea for Student Aid

"I am gratified at the awakened
concern of both students and faculty in the Community Chest,"
Dean Paul M. Pitman, president
of the Community Welfare council of Santa Clara county, stated
to the Spartan Daily yesterday.
Dean Pitman continued:

that many students are having a
tough time of it financially. But
I belive that I could count on the
fingers of my two hands the students who cannot and will not
find a way to dig up 21 cents
one penny for each Chet agency
for the whole year of 1950if
only the Spartan Daily and our
student leaders are able to capture
their imaginations by translating
the budgets of the Chest agencies
into the drama of individual lives."

"This determination to do our
full partsomething in which we
have never failed during the 10
years I have been on this campus
- is enheartening to all the hunMr. Settles Gives Views
dreds of men and women who are
Bishop Gets Union Card
"Taxation will .iae increased if
vyorkingso faithfully to bring the
COLUMBUS, 0., Nov. 1. (UP). campaign to a successful conclu- the Community Chest does not
Bishop Michael J. Ready of the sion.
reach its goal," said Mr. Claude
Columbus diocese today will reN. Settles, associate professor of
ceive a union card and button ou%Chest agencies will be served Sociology.
Stonemason’s -p-if not by vbluntary Win), then
20,
Local
from
Union (AFL). Union officials said b) taxation. It will be a sorry day I The government would have to
resign to take over some of the Chest
the Bishop has become so experi- for America when
enced at laying cornerstones for government all our responsibility agencies if insufficient funds are
raised by the drive. This would
buildings that he deserved mem- for social welfare,
"No one knows better than I cause a rise in taxes to pay for
bership in the union.

the governmental agency, said Mr.
Settles.
"It would also cause a poor
grade of social work. The federal
agencies would be bound so much
by rules that would be made to
prevent graft that there would be
no heart in the work," he warned.
"After all," he stated, "the purpose of the Chest Is to help people
shift. for themselves. The Chest
agency functions well became it
takes a personal Interest in Its
Job. It aids those who can not
!war their. own weight and must
be shown how they may maintain ’
their self-respeet and not be derelicts because of lack of Ivoriunl t y."
Mr. Settles -may be copsidered
an authority onSociology. He’ has
been in the work since 1925 and
has an intimate knowledge of the
work that the Community Chest
does.
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CHAIR, CHAIR, WHOSE GOT A CHAIR?

Increased Use of College Library
Cuts Study Space for Spartans
By 1.1’N NOFZIGER
Photos by Bob Stone
Too many students and not
enough room. This inconvenience,
College
Jose
State
of
San
Students
Associated
the
day
by
Published every school
affecting the, collegt in general, is
at the Press of Globe Printing Co. Entered as second class mattet at the Safi emphagized .daily in SJSC’s liJoss Post Office.
brary.
Figures just released by Miss
George Lajeunesse, Editor Bob Kavet, Business Manager
Joyce Backus, head librarian, reveal a 19 per cent increase In reserve book room use over 1948.
Use of the library stacks is tip 20
per cent, and circulation figures
Some students say its because it takes them awhile to pick up are 28 per cent above last year’s.
where they left off last year. Others remark somewhat philosophically
Librarians are being kept busier
that school hasn’t as yet assumed its full meaning, purpose, and reality. with reference, questions, which
Still others express it more simply: "I don’t want to start studying run about 50 a week more than
again.
1948.
Whatever the cause, the facts remainstudents are in the throes
Miss Backus’ tigures show 770
of the post -registration slump, that period during the first few weeks chairs are available for student
of the quarter before anyone has really started to study. At no other use. Adequate handling of stutime is it possible to achieve such a delicate balance between the dents during busy hours calls for
enough chairs to seat one quarter
bitter and the sweet.
of the college enrollment: slightly
On one hand it is a period of mounting tensions and advancing more than 2000.
deadlines, but, then again, there is also an air of expectancy and a
Morning’s Busy
promile of better _things to come. For the girls it’s the fragrance of
Busiest library hours are from
the season’s first Orly dress: and for the boys football in all its glory. 8:30 until 11:30. Busiest days are
In our new found homes *ere is new found freedom. No one in the early part of the week.
during rush periods there
has quite settled down to the dull routine, of cooking and washing areOften
more students in a library
dishes, and everyoners still eating out at the slightest suggestion. .
room than there are chairs. On
But just the last couple of days there’s been a different feeling Tuesday, Oct. 18, at 11 a.m. there
in the air, something more than just.the weifther. We have finally got were 78 persons in the 74-chair
all of our books, and for some reason or other we don’t have to ask science reading room. At the same
time there were 127 persons in the
ourselves where we go for our next class. Well . . .
113-chair Reference room.
Let s face it. As things go summer went.
The problem appears to have

Let’s Face If

no immediate solution, according
to Miss Backus. Plans are underway to secure classroom space for
studying purposes, but she expects
no definite results this quarter.
The college’s master plan calls
for an eventual 47,000 square feet
increase in the library’s size. No
work is scheduled to start on such
a project in the foreseeable future,
however, Miss Backus said.
Any improvement In the situation as It stands would seem to
be up to the student body. A
survey not yet tabulated has
shown, nonetheless, that many
students using the library are not
there for reference uork. A par-

tial solution would be for students
with other available study room
to use it.
Conduct Good
Despite crowding, conduct in the
library has been good. Librarians
report that students are serious
and do little fooling around. One
problem, however, is those students whd attempt to resene
seats by leaving their books on
tables.
In such cases librarians are removing the books to the qirculation desks where students may
call for them. Students needing
studyin groom may do. the same,
Miss Backus sate’.

The Big Squeeze
Zooming enrollment has added to the already tight San Jose State
ollege parking problem. Right now the outlook for relief is poor,
if not hopeless.
Last spring, the college succeeded in having Fifth street approved
for-diagonal patting, after a certain amount of discussion with the
San, Jose Police department. This was offset somewhat by installation
of parking meters in areas formerly used by students.
Regulations for the city specify a street width of 60 feet or more
before approval is given.for diagonal parking, Fifth ,street is 54 feet
wide and the only other available area would be Sixth street between
San Carlos an,d William, less than 54 feet.
As thin,gs’are now ,the police traffic bureau will not give approval
for diagonal parking on this street, and without the bureau OK the
San Jose city council will not pass a resolution to permit the new parking regulations.
The bureau should consider a plan for diagonal parking, in spite
of the plea that it would be "unsafe." William street is congested
and more dangerous with parallel parking than Sixth street would be
with the new plan.
We haye 1000 more students than last year and parking was a
major hazard then. What can it be called now? Until a qualified
group of students can present the problem to the council, we will
apparently have to get along in a highly dangerous and inconvenient
type of "modern living."

STAN’S SLANTS . . . . by Sadler

John Williams Gets
New Excuse for
Coming Home Late
NEW YORK (UP). --John Williams had a lesson in geography
recently and a new excuse for
coming home late.
The spry 74 -year-old jeweler
flew from Newark, N.J., to Dallas
and back to La Guardia Field
in New York in an attempt to
reach his home at Fall River,
NI ass.
It nati just a cross-country mixup, red-faced American Airlines
officials apologized.
Williams boarded an airliner at
Newark Tuesday night and took
off for what he thought would be
the short flight to Providence, R.I.
He parked his car there earlier
in the day before flying to New
York on a buying trip.
When he heard passengers
around him looking forward to
sights in Mexico City, he islet
flipped the pages of a magazine
contendediy sad mused on the idosyneracies of people who fly.

"See if he’s hurt, Doc."

Q-1;)

-What’s Our Community Chest?
What is our Community Chest?
It is a co-operative organization
of citizens and social -welfare
agencies. One of its purposes is
to raise funds each year for the
social health agencies of the city
or community in which it is established. another is to promote the
social welfare and health of the
community by co-ordinating the
work of the local agencies.
In San Jose the co-ordinating
snd plartnnig function is handled
lay a GannutaityVettare CaunciL

At present there are 21 local Red
Feather Services that receive
funds from the Chest.
Some of the irgencies supported
are: the Boy Scouts of America.
the Camp Fire Girls, the Catholic
social service, the Catholic Women’s Center. the Family Service
Association, the Girl Scouts, the
Home of Benevolence, the Jewish
Social service, the P.T.A. Milk
Funds, city and rural. the Salvation Army, and the San Jose Day
Nursery.

Five minutes after departure, a
hostess looked at his ticket. "She
just seemed startled and left right
away," Williams said. F.SJ. Robinson. an airline officipl, came up
to him.
"Where are you going, sir?"
Robinson asked.
"Providence," came the reply.
"Well, your next stop is Dallas,"
Robinson answered.
He explained the plane Williams
boarded mistakenly was ern a special flight, taking travel agents to
Mexico for a convention.
M’heil, the plane landed afire
midnight here. American arranged
a hotel room for its unexpected
guest. The airtime also bought his
meals yesterday, took him on a
tour of the city and reissued tickets tor the trip to Providence.

Thrust and Parry
(If the writer who signed his
letter, "There’s two sides to every
story," will cease -4- the Daily Dear Thrust and Parry:
To the minority group who peroffice and identify his letter, we
sistently
disturb rallies and assemwill print Itprovided he has an
blies by leaving before the final
ASB card.)
curtain," I wish to dedicate Lloyd
Rosenfield’s . .
"Home Is Where the Body Lies"
My seats are always right beside
Those folks uho find it vital
Dear Thrust and Parry
To. make a homeward dash before
and ASB 2985:
Your recent communication sug- The end of is recital;
gests that the Fairness Commit- They watch a 1-0 game,
tee should again consider the issue Then suddenly they sally
of Dead Week. Just to set the Across my line of vision
record straight, may I say that, In the big ninth -inning rally;
prior to your letter, this issue
never had been discussed by the They come to see a three-act play
Fairness’ Committee. The change Vhose ending is uncertain,
in the Dead -Week rule, making And always walk out on my feet
examinations permissive during Before the final curtain;
that week, on a tryout basis for They must adore their homethe present college year, was an
sweet-home
action of the Examination Com- They’re always on their way
mittee. This Committee is planu t lb etrehey
ning a survey of student and facMiss the play so much
ulty opinion near the end of the Why don’t they simplay stay
year.
there?"
That students believe the presBob Dean, ASB 4510.
ent policy unfair is a concern of
the Fairness Committee, however.
At our meeting today there was
a brief discussion of the matter,
and we shall undoubtedly consider
it again. It happens that I am
also a menther of the Examination
The Student ’Y’ is another reaCommittee,sand my knowledge of son why San
Jose State college
the point of view of that commit- students should
support the Comtee gives me assurance that in the munity Chest
drive.
near future some modification of
The organization is located on
the ruling will be discussed. The campus, and its
activities are govold rule did not work very well. erned by the money
granted to it
Now there are objections to the From the Comm unit y
ehest .
new rule. At this point we need
Two hundred and fifty students
constructive sugglAs_tions. But why meet and enjoy recreational and
not try it this qiiarter, and then community programs with groups
make ’the-suggestions?
of their own age and interests,
ELMO A. ROBINS014,
under the auspices of the stuChairman, Fairness" Commit tee dent ’Y.’

Poetry Now!

Yes, Why Not?

Chest Helps
’Y’ Students

Gwenn Dam is Feminine Lead Dean Elder
In Speech and Drama’s ’Faust’ Is Improving
By HELEN DAVIS
Gwenn Dam, who will portray Gretchen ip the Speech department’s production of ",’tsuaF
came to San Jose State college with a
wealth of acting experience.
Her work in amateur theatres was highlighted this summer when.
she did Anne, in Maxwell Anderson’s "Anne of the Thousand Days’
at Hillbarn Summer theater in San
Mateo. This was a part she loved
greatly, because it gave her a
chance to Use previous experience
and the growth In ability that the
experience brought.
Her part in "Faust" is much like
that of Anne. It is taking a lot of
work and concentration, but ultimately will be vary rewarding, she
says.
A San Franciscan. Gwenn came
to San Jose from San Mateo Junior college, where she played in
"Over 21," and "Holiday." Some of
her most interesting work was
done there with the Peninsula Little theater.
:’Parts I did there were wonderful because they were so challenging," Gwenn says. She was in the
West Coast premier of "Dark of
the Moon," produced by the Little
Theater group. She appeared in
Hillbarn’s now-famous production
of lbsen’s "Peer Gynt."
Gwenn is deadly serious about
her work. When rehearsing she
spends every spare minute going
over her lines, getting research
material about the period and
times in which .her play is set, and
will do amazing things to effect an
’
authentic portrayal.
"It is essential to know what the
character you are doing thinks and
feels, and how that character reacts in certain situations," Gwenn
commented. Proof of this meticulous interest in the authentic was
Gwenn’s "research" on the part of
an Irish maid. She had few lines.
but wanted to make the maid real
--so she got books on Irish dialects and spent hours trying to
perfect a brogue and a limping
gait.
She has a sparkling personality,
Is friendly and unaffected. Her

conversation and interests center
around the dramatic, bemuse it is
in this she is most interested.
Her sense of humor is wellknown in the Speech department,
and she is pleased when she can
work in comedy skits, The comedy part she has most enjoyed was
that of Florence, the. slaphappy
ingenue in George Kelly’s "The
Torchbearers." The show, done at
Hillbarn, had audiences tearful
with laughter.
A senior, Gwenn wilt continue
acting after graduation in an attempt to break into the commercial theater. She may come back
to college later to work for a
teaching credential in speech, but
wants her fling on the legitimate
stage first.

Aztec Caravan
To Meet Today

Chem Gr7Elects
,
Casalettoc reixy

Gwenn Dam

Prelled Society
To Hear Dr. Payne

San Jose Day Nursery
Receipes Chest Funds

e Shoppe
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"SERVICE WITH A SMILE"_
candy end ice cream. Also delicious
Bo* Lunches at:

40 E. Santa Clara Street

csfrA

SAXOPHONE: Gold lacquered E
flat, like new, all rebuilt. Will sacrifice. Leave note in coop box R
for Russo.

Mrs. Grace Rowe, associate professor of education, will speak at
3:30 p.m. tomorrow in room A 1
before campus members of the
California Student Teachers association, according to Steve Stephenson, president of the group. Her
subject will be "Report Cards and
Learning."
Following Professor Rowe’s
speech, there will be an exclusive
showing of 1949 Spardi Gras motion pictures with a commentary
by Dick Cirigliano, program chairman
The members will hear several
reports on the group’s activities.
I Clyde Hewitt will report on the
leader’s conference which
ICSTA
was held at Asilomar on Oct.
Steve Stephenson will report on
results obtained from mailing a
roster of the club’s membership to
MISCELLANEOUS
212 companies issuing free teachJOE COLLEGE: I’m not doing ing aids.
anything Saturday night, and the
annual Rat Race is at Alpine
Park. Mary.
WANTED:
Students to sell
portable typewriters All makes,
new and used. Commission basis.
Charlie Chaplain and W. C.
Popkin Office Equipment Co., 468 Fields are starred in the series of
W. Santa Clara street. CY 4-8854. short movies sponsored by the San
TYPING SERVICE: Term pap- Jose Players at 4:30 p.m. today in
ers, book reports, letters, stencils the Studio Theater.
Nick Lickwar, players’ publicity
cut and mimeographed. Hours 8-12
Tuesday and Thursday mornings, chairman, urges all students to at12-6 Monday, Wednesday and Fri- tend the 90-minute show, entitled,
day afternoons. Reasonable rates. "Hits of the Past." Admission is
30 cents.
Ethel. CY 5-2594.

STENO-TYPE MACHINE: With
complete course_ Will sell reasonably. CY 3-0100, or CY 4-3040.

Announcements

1934 FORD: Two-door sedan,
clean, new head lining. Reasonaole.
Phone Bud Paxson, CY 3-9688 or
596 S. 10th.
MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES:
Two bunk beds with mattresses,
$16! one GE electric heater with
fan, $12; one 425-lb. set York barbells, $25; one Conn 22T trumpet,
price? "Honest John" Thorndike,
505’7i E. San Antonio street.

240.

San Jose ’Box Lunch
on San Antonio

Players to Show
’Hits of the Past’

FOUR-DOOR HUDSON: jSedan,
Pre-Medical Society: Meets in
Delta Phi Upsilon: Meets tomorin excellent condition. Best offer.
in conference room of educa- room S-210, 7 p.m. Dr. Martin will
row
Call Eben Hqbbard, CY 5-9993. 200
speak.
tion wing, 3:30 p.m.
N. 13th street.
Philosophy Club: Meets in StuRally Committee: Meets today
dent center, 7:30 p.m.
JEEP: ’46 model civilian Jeep in in room 24, at 7 p.m.
Engineering Society: Students
excellent condition. Reasonaole.
Junior Class: Meets in Mon is
interested in attending the socie- Dailey auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
Call CY 4-2723.
ty’s Friday barbecue sign up in
Students: Those who purchased
Engineering office this week.
FOR RENT
Frosh or State camp pictures pick
Engineering Students: All those up in Graduate Manager’s office
SUNNY ROOM: Large with with slide rules may register them by Friday.
twin beds and adjacent bath. Rea- in Engineering office to insure
Associated Women Students:
sonable. Call evenings, 484 S. 13th against loss and theft.
24, 4:30 p.m.
street.
Froth Group 3: Meets today in Meet in room
WAA Bowling Club: Meets at
S-112, 3:30 p.m.
to 5:30 p.m. ROOM: For one college girl, kitSeniors: Pay remainder of over- San Jose Bowl, 3:30
Class of ’51: Meeting in Student
chen and laundry privileges. Pri- night fee in Graduate Manager’s
Union, 3:30 p.m.
vate bath, 598 S. 15th street.
office by Friday.
Sigma Delta Pl: Meeting at YWat
Meets
Club:
Swim
WAA
ROOM AND BOARD: For coltomorrow, 6:30 p.m.
CA
lege girls, three and a half blocks Men’s pool, 7 p.m.
Senior Class: Meets in Student
in
Rally
tomorrow
Junior
Class:
3-9774.
CY
Phone
from campus.
2:30 p.m. Executive meetMorris
Dailey auditorium, 7:30 Union,
ing.
Singles $25, p.m.
MEN’S HOME:
Boxing Team: Meeting :or men
Gamma Alpha Chi: Meeting at
doubles $20; cooking privileges.
to be managers, meet with
desiring
Large community living room. CY 2008 Forest street, 730 p.m All
George Bergna in small gym, 4
4-8690.
needing rides meet in front of I
p.m.
Daily office. Bring dues.
Theta Chi: Meeting tomorrow;
ROOMS: With kitchen privileges
Phi Eta Sigma: Meets in room
4:30 p.m.
for four college girls. New and mo- 20, 7 p.m. Election of officers.
Tau Delta Phi: Tower meeting,
dern. 544 S. Seventh street, very
12:30 p.m. tomorrow.
reasonable.

Profs to Attend
Bay Music Meet
Forrest Baird and William J.
Erlendson of the Music department will attend a meeting of the
Bay section of the California Music Educators’ Association to be
held in Oakland on Saturday, Nov.
5. Mr. Baird is secretary-treasurer
of the organization.
At the -morning session Mr. Erlendson will discuss the development of repertoire for high school
Choral directors
choral groups.
present at the meeting will sing
numbers selected by Mr. Erlendson
for use in high school choral organizations.
No matter how little, it still
means a lot! Buy a tag!

WAA Swim Club
To Meet Tonight

Entered as second east matter April 24, 1134,
et San Jose, California, under the act *1
March 3, 11179.
Members of the WXA Swain club
Full Mined wire service of United Press."
Press .4th. Glob* hinting Company, 1441 S. will meet at the Men’s pool at 7
First St., San Jo,., California. Member, Cali- p.m. tonight to discuss possible
fornia Newspaper Publisher’s Association.

A choice of many sandwiches, milk,

3

S.( Alumni - !Educatiori Prof
Mix Tonight Will Address
embers

The first "fall mixer" of the
quarter will be held at 7:15 o’crock
tonight by the San Jose Alumni
chapter Of San Jose State college,
according to Helen Frank, chairman. The "mixer", which will be
in the form of a "Singspiration",
will be held in the Student Union.
"Hail, Spartans, Hail," SJSC color movie, will be an added attraction at tonight’s meeting. The evening’s entertainment has been
planned by Miss Frank, Calendars
of the year’s activities will be distributed.
Alumni members and friends are
invited to attend the monthly soGive ONCE or TWICE or cial and business meetings held in
THREE timesbut for goodness the Student Union, Miss Frank
sakes give ONCE. Buy a tag!
said.

FOR SALE

George Casaletto was elected
president and Arthur Hale was
elected secretary-treasurer of the
student affiliates of the American
Chemical society at a noon meeting yesterday. Plans for the year
were considered by the members.
All chemistry majors are invited
to attend the Pacific Chemical Exposition Saturday in San Francisco. ACS affiliates will make a field
trip to the exhibition, according
to Hale. Students interested in the
trip may contact Dr. Benjamin
Naylor in the Science department.
The Exposition is held every two
years and Pacific Coast chemical
industries have planned continuous
motion pictures, exhibits, meetings
and conferences for the 1949 meeting.
This spring the ACS affiliates
will attend the regional chemical
meeting at the College of PaciLic.
Dr. Martin R. Payne. county hosThe next meeting of the SJS group
pital orthopedic specialist, will be will be held Nov. 17.
guest speaker of the Pre-Medical
society today at the first regular
Do your best and contribute to
meeting of the quarter. The distinguished specialist will tell stu- the Community Chest.
dents of "Modern Techniques in
Orthopedic Surgery."
The meeting will be held in
room S 210 at 7 p.m. All interested
students are invited to attend the
The San Jose Day Nursery is
talk, according to the society.
one of the agencies that receives
funds from the Community Chest.
This nursery provides day car4
for 114 children of working mothExcellent Food
ers from 2-8 years old. A charge of
Quiet Service
$1 per day is made if parents can
afford to pay. From the Chest the
Congenial Atmosphere nursery needs $7,602 for 1950.

HASTY TASTY

SPARTAN DAILY

IClassified Advertisements

All persons interested in forming an "Aztec Caravan" to San
Diego on Armistice Day, Nov. 11,
are asked to attend a meeting in
the Student Union at 3:30 p.m.
today, according to Rally Committee Chairman Glenn Stewart.
. The trip will be made by automobiles. Students will have two
days, Saturday and Sunday, to get
back to San Jose. declared Stewart. The San Jose State-San Diego
State football game is annually
one of the big affairs in the Border City.
Stewart estimated that an individual riding with five o thers
would spend only about $4 for the
entire trip.

OPEN 24 HOURS

Continued improvement was reported yesterday in the condition
of Dean Jay C. Elder by local hospital authorities. A spokesman for
the hospital was unable, however,
to say when Dr. Elder would be
released. He is expected to be confined at least another week.
Dean Elder ,was admitted for
treatment Friday after being taken ill Thursday evening. He suffered a heart attack.
Plans are for Dr. Carl Duncan,
Natural Science department head,
to teach the dean’s biology class
for the remainder of this week. A
new instructor will take over until
Dr. Elder’s return.

Wednesday, November 2, 1949

themes for the annual swim show,
according to Carol Nystuen, club
manager. Those attending also will
practice swimming to music, Miss
Nystuern said.
The manager urged all members
to attend this meeting, adding that
a recreation period will follow the
practice sessions.

Rival Presidents
Talk Over KLOK

Don Schaeffer, ASB president,
and Moe Hess, C.O.P. prexy, were
interviewed on Bob Cus ter’s
"Campus Caravan" over radio
KLOK Saturday morning.
School problems were discussed
at length. Both leaders lauded
the respective student bodies for
preppie spirit and sportsmanship
dis5la’yed during the contest. They
felt that the absence of rowdyism
was a credit to the institutions.

Want Good Food?
Mayfair has it!

FOR STATE STUDENTS ONLY

$5.50 Meal Tickets
for $5.00

CAR OWNERS

Complete Breakfast, Lunches, Dinners
Open 7 a.m. to 10 p.m

2c off per gal. (Union 7600)
Sc off per qt. oil

MAYFAIR
RESTAURANT

LUBE JOBS $1.00
JOIN THE NCC

159 SO. FIRST ST.

BACK-TO-SCHOOL SPECIAL

Reg. 9.50 Oil Permanent
NOW 4.95 ...wt.,.
FOR LIMITED TIME ONLY

ALLURE BEAUTY SALON
CLOSED TUESDAYS

131 E. William Street

CYpress 2-2547’
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1949 Madeline Orlando
Marries J. Murphy
In Formal Service

Campus Set in Whirl
With Autumn Festivities
Bob Johnson, industrial art instructor, is the proud papa of a
baby girl, Karen Lillian. Mrs.
Johnson is the former Miss Lois
Worden of San Jose.
*
Former Spartan Bill Simas and
his wife entertained college
friends at a Hallowe’en party Saturday, Oct. 29. Sixteen couples
party-timed at the Simas’ home on
Reed street.
* *
Dick McGlinchey, last " year’s
Spardi Gras publicity chairman,
went home last week-end. Reason:
to pound out smile newly acquired
’dents in his "nev,-used" auto.
Lee Goff, former COP track
man, now attending San Jose
State college, and Miss Dorothy
Bolton of San Jose will exchange
wedding vows .Nov. 20. Miss Bolton attended State two years ago.
Forty guests attended’ a Hallowe’en party given last week-end
by the Misses Margaret Copley,
Irene Hansen, and Norma Doane.
Scene of the affair was the sum-

mer home of Miss Hansen’s in
Santa Cruz.
William E. Gard, San Jose State
college student, and Miss Shirley
Nashman were married during
summer vacation.
Phi Lambda (rat gained another
"wife" when Don Chargin and
Miss Vera Davilla were married
at St. Mary’s church recently.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon James
Dunn and his wife, the former
Miss Janice Rankin, are making
their home in Trees’. James attended San Jose State college and
Mrs. Dunn was graduated from
the University of California at Los
Angeles.
a
Mr. Warren Faus, art instructor,
was presented a set of stainless
steel cookery at his recent house
warming. Campus art teachers
provided a potluck dinner for the
Miss Marian Moreland,
affair.
Mrs. Gladys Vogebnan and Miss
Nadine Hammond directed the arrangements.

’N. Browne -- H. Becherton
lUnite in Impressive Rites
Miss Nona Browne and Harry Becherton exchanged wedding
vows at St. Paul’s Episcopal church in Walnut Creek early in September. The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Loweff E Browne
,of Alamo.
The new Mrs. Becherton chose
.a white slipper satin gown fashioned with a low round neck and
white marquisette yoke. Her ensemble was complemented by a
white picture hat.
Attendants were gowned in ice
.
green satin.
Following the rites, a reception
was held in the patio of the
bride’s Alamo home.
Mrs. Becherton’s affiliation at
San Jose State college was Sigma
Kappa sorority. ’Her major was
education. She taught kindergarten in San Francisco and is attending San Diego State now.
Becherton was graduated from
the University of California at
Berkeley in 1947. He is doing
graduate work at San Diego for
a secondary credential in English.
Don’t lag! Buy a tag!

Kittenish Capers
Reveal Betrothal
The proverbial cat was "let out
of the bag" at last Monday’s
meeting of Kappa Kappa Gamma
when a kitten with a poem tied
to its neck made an appearance
from a mysterious looking bag.
The poem revealed the betrothal
of Miss Georgene Lloyd to David
Bowen.
Miss Lloyd is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Lloyd of
Campbell. She is a ’junior speech
and drama major and attended
high school at Castilleja school in
Palo Alto.
Bowen is a senior Engineering
major from Philadelphia, Penn. He
is a member of Theta Mu Sigma,
social fraternity.
The couple are planning a wedding early next summer.

ITALIAN
RESTAURANT

Miss Billijean Jackson was wed
in the Alum Rock avenue home
of her parents to Phillip Summaria recently.
The only daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. D. W. Jackson was gowned
in white rnarquisitte and chantilly
lace. Her gown was fashioned
with a fitted bodice and hoop
skirt, complemented by her fingertip veil and a single strand of
pearls with matching earrings.
Miss Jackson’s only attendant
was her aunt, Mrs. Phyllis Deziak,
who donned an ensemble of pale
green marquisitte for the occasion.
Anthony Giarrunona served as best
man.
Following the ceremony, guests
witnessed the cutting of the threetiered cake in the garden.
Both Summaria and his bride
graduated from San Jose high
school and attended San Jose
State college. The benedict is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Summaria of San Jose.
The new Mrs. Summaria was
wearing an orange knit suit with
brown and white accessories when
the newlyweds left on their honeymoon trip to Lake Tahoe. The
couple plan to establish their
home in San Jose.

Phi Sigs Entertain
Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity
held its final smoker of the quarter at the chapter house recintly,
when 65 members and guests convened for entertainment and refreshments, according to Al Pin-ard, publicity chairman:
ASB president Don Schaeffer
outlined chapter views and procedures. Dr. Palm, Phi Sigma
Kappa regional director, spoke on
chapter history. Singing, led by
chapter president Pat Felice and
Herb Craw for d, climaxed the
program.

Banquet Rooms
Student Banquets and
BiAday Parties
RAVIOLI and SPAGHETTI
DINNERS
11111111111111--.
Hot Food To Take Out
CYpross 4.5045 176 San Augustine
11111111111111111111111111nolimoor.
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Billijean Jackson Former Spartan
Weds P. Summaria Exchanges Vows

DOWNSTAIRS

Ws Specialize in

Mr. and Mrs. James Murphy
are residing in Oakland. Before
her recent marriage, the bride
was Miss Madeline Orlando.
For her wedding in St. Joseph’s
church, the former Vim Orlando
wore a white silk marquisiette
entrain dress, fashioned with an
embroidered peplum. The sweetheart coronet which secured her
fingertip vel) was trimmed with
orange blossoms and she catried
an arrangement of white gladioli
and an orchid on a prayer book.
The bride’s only attendant was
her twin sister, Miss Antoinette
Orlando, who wore a gown of
white over pale green organdy
and a matching sweetheart hat.
Her bouquet was an arrangement
of baby orchids.
John Murphy stood with his
brother as best man and ushers
were Dick Green and Carlos Feliz,
Delta Sigma fraternity brothers
of the benedict.
Hold Garden Reception
Following the ceremony, a garden reception was held at the
home
the bride’s aunt, Mrs.
Celia Bowers. The bride *ore a
forest green suit with cocoa accessories when the newlyweds left
for their Northern wedding- trip.
Mrs. Murphy is the olaughter of
Mr. aid Mrs. Lawrence A. Or:
hands. She is a graduate of Notre
Dame high school and San Joie
Junior college.
Murphy is a senior engineering
student at the University of California and is the son of Mrs.
Adeline Murphy and the late
James J. Murph y. He is the
brother of Mrs. John Castro, John
Murphy, and Donald Murphy.

Archie’s

Miss Patricia Renz, graduate of
San Jose State college, became
the bride of Richard Alpers in
Methodist church of Hollister
early this month. The Rev. Horace Hay performed the ceremony.
Attended by her two sisters,
the bride wore white satin, patterned with bouffant skirt accented at the hips with pleated
bands and boat -neckline of nylon
illusion net, A coronet of seed
pearls held her fingertip veil.
Streamers of white satin bound
her bouquet of white orchids and
carnations.
The bride’s attendants were
gowned in frocks fashioned after
her own. They wore matching
picture hats and carnation muffs.
Miss Betty Ann Renz chose American Beauty taffeta for her gown,
and Carol Renz wore green taffeta.
Fred Alpers was his brother’s
best man. William and Allan
Renz, brothers of the bride, and
Robert Hermit were ushers.
Following her graduation from
college, Mrs. Alpers became a
member of the Alvarado school
faculty.
The benedict is the son of Mrs,
Hazel Lord of Willits and Fred
/Slivers of Rodeo. He was graduated from Willits schools and is
now attending San Mateo Junior
college.

By DAVE HAGERTY
While five fraternities at San
Jose State college are inhabiting
the same dwellings they occupied
last spring, another quintet have
either moved or established themselves in houses for the first time
this fall.
Lambda Chi Alpha, Phi Sigma
Kappa, and Sigma Gamma Omega,
are newly housed.
Although the Lambda Chi’s had
a semblance of a chapter house
previously, it in no way could compare v6ith thevresent arrangement
at 525 S. Fifth street, according
to John Marsh, house manager.
House Is Large
Marsh points out that the Lambda Chi Alpha house, Qne of the
largest belonging to a San Jose
State fraternity, is satisfying the
needs of 26 men at present and
can accomodate 35 comfortably.
In the basement of this huge
structure there are three rooms
with’ space ehough for a large
rumpus room. The attic is also
quite spaceous. A four car garage
with a five-room apartment above
for the cook lie at the rear of the
house.
Cloy Stems reports that Phi Sigma Kappa has set up chapter headquarter" at the northeast corner
of Ninth and’ Reed.
Twenty-five men are living at
the Phi Sig house and all are
painting thier own rooms. The fraternity will re-wire the interior
and re-paint the exterior of the
place, as well as procur new furniture.
Future plans call for the transforming of the basement into a recreation room and the installation
of a barbecue pit in the back yard.
SGO’s Improving
Already making improvements
on their new chapter house, Sigma
Gamma Omegas have purchased
living room furniture, renovated
the front rooms, repaired the fireplace, and painted a large portion
of the house’s exterior.
Located at 343 E. Reed, the SGO
house is inhabited by 26 men, Bud
Brown, assistant house manager,
announced that the dining room
was graced with food for the first
time yesterday.
Delta Theta Omega and Sigma
Alpha Epsilon have moved to larger and newer dwellings.
Describing the former DTO residence as inadequate, Don Folger
expressed satisfaction over the recent acquisition of the 200 N. 13th
street house.
Folger stated that there are nine
rooms and a sleeping porch to fill
the needs of 25 fellows. New rugs
and furniture have been added to
a house that is depicted as having
been in good shape at the outset.
In time a recreation room may
supplant the part of the unutilized
area in the basement, and a barbecue pit may be installed in the
back yard. A television net is to
be acquired.
SAE’s Move
Sigma Alpha Epsilon. Jong t;me
occupant of the house at 201 S.
Eighth street, have moved to more
spacious quarters at 646 S. I. itth
street.

Don Siddall, house manager, anthat the SAEs have revamped the living room completely, buying new accessories and refainishing the walls. Moreover,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon anticipates
both a pledge room in the -basement and a barbecue pit In the
back yard before, long.
Delta Sigma Gamma, Delta Up"anon, Kappa Alpha, Theta Chi And
Theta Mu Sigma have not’ been
caught in the current migratory
movement. These organiritions are
concentrating mainly *Ilion linproving their holdings.
The 14 -room home of 28 DSGs
is adorned with newly acquired
furniture and carpets, according to
Phil Ward, co-house manager. A
meeting room in the brick-Walled
basement is nearing completion.
Delta Upsilon with one of the
smallest fraternity houses has
been the scene of recent excavation and construction. The DUs
dug out two feet of concrete and
earth and then filled in with fresh
cement to give them the beginnings of a rumpus room, according
to Bill Pope, house manager. Next
on their remodeling agenda is the
garage.

nounced

RA& Transform
Kappa Alpha also is undergoing
underground transformation. Don
Elliott, vice-president, reports that
the KM with some outside assistance will have a kitchen and dining room soon to take the place of
the former dingy basement.
Theta Chi, who finished rough
work on a smack bar in their basement a quarter ago, present one
of the most attractive rumpus
rooms about campus, Its complete
with murals and finished in knotty pine. Snuffy Harris, house manager, announces that new curtains
and drapes adorn all of the upstairs rooms and that an office was
opened this quarter. A television
set has been purchased.
President Joe Pinheiro of Theta
Mu Sigma sites. the recently formed mothers’ club as responsible for
brightesning up the chapter house.

Plan Name Change
SANTA BARBARA COLLEGE.
This semester the names ’Cubs"
and "Bearcubs" have been suggested to replace the familiar
"Gauchos" of Santa Barbara College. This move ’will bring the
campus into closer harmony with
the other brlinhes of the University.

A GOOD DEAL!
FOR S.J.S. STUDENTS
ONLY
Fine Wholesome Food
at Low Cost
REGULAR $5.50

MEAL TICKETS
NOW $4.95
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Thetas, Theta Mus Hold
Joint Meeting Recently
Kappa Alpha Theta and ’theta
Mu Sigma held a joint meeting
after the homecoming parade at
the Theta Mu house recently.
New Rushees were introduced.
Dancing followed; and refreshments were served.

Armi New Mu Delt Prexy
Phil Armi was elected president
of Mu Delta Pi fraternity at the
organization’s first regular meeting recently.
Others elected were Ray Nissen,
vice-president; Keith Nelson, secretary; George Willey, treasurer;
Dudley Blabon, sergeant -at -arms.
! and Jim Riley, corresponding secretary.
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Double Ring Ceremony Unites
L. Montgomery, J. Fitzgerald
Linda Yvonne Montgomery and James Fitzgerald were united in
a double-ring ceremony in the church of the Immaculate Heart in
Belmont during the summer. The bride was given in marriage by her
father, Mr. F. H. Montgomery. She wore a gown of white marquisette styled with a high neckline, long sleeves, and a ruffled yoke.
Lace insets accented the full trained skirt. Her finger-tip veil was
held in place by a crown of orange
blossoms and seed pearls. She carrled a bouquet of stephanotis centered with a white orchid.
Chi Pi Sigma, police fraternity.
Mrs. Miriam Wright was matron is sponsoring a get -acquainted for
all police students at Wings resof honor for her sister.
Best man was James Green, and taurant Thursday night, according
ushers were Herbert Schindler and to Victor S. Fought, publicity director.
William Smith.
Chief of Police Ray Blackmore
Reception was held following
will be the principal speaker at
the ceremony in the American Lethe third such dinner to be staged
gion hall in San Carlos.
since the war’s end.
The bride is a graduate of San
Record attendance is anticipatJose State college and has been a ed. Many of the 200 students
enhigh ’wheal teneher in Palo Alto rolled in police school are expectsince griduatloa. The groom b ed.
also a graduate of San Jose State
DeWitt Hupp, Robert Galli,
eollege.
Hugh Bryant and Dave Mitchell
The couple reside in San Jose. are making dinner arrangements.

Chi Pi Sigs Fete
Student Policemen
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The Rev. James H. Strayer of
Calvary Methodist church joined
Miss Julia Merle Wyckoff and
Thomas Paul Chamberlain in marriage early this summer.
Ralph M. Wyckoff, father of
the bride, escorted his daughter to
the altar. Dressed in a short train
gown of white organdy with lace
insets, the new bride off-set her
costume with a double strand of
pearls. She carried orchids and
stephanotis streamers on a white
Bible.
Miss Margaret Weaver, maid of
honor, %Lore an orchid frock styled
like the bride’s. She carried talisman roses. Secondary attendants
Misses Joyce Lehrbach and Ann
Wightman, were frocked in nile
green dresses. They carried shower bouquets of yellow roses.
Ted Chamberlain, brother of the
bridegroom, served as best man.
Ushers were Oscar Palos and Richard O’Malley.
The couple were graduated from
Abraham Lincoln high school and
attended San Jose State college.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank N. Chamberlain. of San Jose are the parents
of the benedict.

Summer Ceremony
Unites J. Smrekars

Spartan Grads Exchange Vows
Carrying an orchid and bouvardin on a prayer book; Miss Argentina Soto was led to the altar by
her father to be joined in wedlock
with Russell Joseph Marino during the summer at Sacred Heart
church.
For the formal ceremony the
bride was gowned in white chantilly lace.
Angelina Soto, the bride’s sister,
was maid of honor. Her gown was
lavender marquisette and chantilly lace.
Bridesmaid was Frances Marino, the bridegroom’s sister. She
wore yellow marquisette.
Best man was Joseph M. Badame, and John Marino served as
usher.
Reception was held after the
wedding at the American Legion
halt. Wedding trip to Northern

Du-Phi Sig Joint Meeting

g

State Couple Wed
In Rites Recently
At Local Church

Delta Zeta sorority members
were guests of Phi Sigma Kappa
fraternity at a joint meeting recently at Phi Sigma frat house,
S. Eighth, according to Al Pinard,
publicity chairman.
About 70 persons attended the
meeting and entertainment was
provided by both organizations.
Dancing and refreshments highlighted the evening.

Marianne Martin
Now Mrs. Jackson
chapel
Recently married in
at Fort Lawton, :k-atle, Wash..
were Miss Marianne i’lzirtin and
Mason 0. Jackson of San Jose.
The bride, now stationed with the
Women’s Army Corps, attended
local schools and San Jose State
college.
For her wedding, the new Mrs.
Jackson wore a cocoa and white
hand -tailored suit with matching
accemories and an orchid cottage.
She was given in marriage by
Capt. George B. Pierce.
Mrs. Jackson is the daughter of
Mrs. Wilna Martin and Ralph 14.
Martin, and her husband is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. 0. W.. Jackson of San Jose. Jackson attended
Denver, Colo., schools and served
three years with the Army.
The newly-weds traveled to Mt.
Rainier following the nuptials, and
they plan to establish their home
in San Jose in late November.

Miss Elizabeth Ann Peterson
was escorted down the aisle of St.
Mary’s church by her father when
California and Oregon was plan- she became the bride of John L.
ned by the couple. They reside in Smrekar recently.
The bride was foWned In an
San Jose.
The bride did graduate work at entrain model of white satin, trimStanford after her graduation med with chantilly lace. The
from San Jose State college. She Dutch cap which held her French
is a member of Sigma Delta Pi, illustion fingertip veil was edged
Tri Beta, and Pi Lambda Theta. with seed pearls, and she tarried
The bridegroom is also a gradu-. a bouquet of white orchidi and
stephanotis and a white prayer
ate of San Jose State college.
book.
The bride’s attendants were
gowned in dresses of pale lavender eyelet organdy. Bridesmaids
were Miss Maxine Smrekar, sister
of the benedict, Mrs. Edwin MuriWASHINGTON, Oct. 31 (UP) son and Miss Jacqueline Mitchell.
-The White House said today As maid of honor, Miss Joan Harthat President Truman may not ris donned a gown of deeper lavbe able to attend Vice-President ender hue.
Alben W. Barkley’s wedding Nov.
The new Mrs. Smrekar was gra18 because of a prior engagement. duated from San Jose State colMr. Truman is booked to ai- lege, where she was a member of
to be given th a t Alpha Phi? She Is the daughter
ten d a dinner
di
night by the Simh df Iran W.ajo will of Mr. and Mrs. George E. Peterbe making a State visit to Wash- son and the sister of Dick Peterington_
son of San Jose.
The bridegroom is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Smrekar of
San Jose. He graduated from Bel !ermine Preparatory school and
Kappa Sigma Kappa interna- attended the University of Santa
tional social frat, entertained 50 Clara.
freshmen men at a smoker WedFollowing their wedding trip to
nesday, Oct. 26, in the Student southern California, the couple reUnion, according to Rick Schu- turned to make their home in San
man, publicity.
Jose.
Mr. Peter Kristovich, assistant
professor of police, was guest
speaker. His subject was on the
fraternity’s effect on present and
YEOVIL, Eng., Oct. 31 (UP)
future life.
A new, secret -type British naval
Dr. Arturo Fallico is adviser to jet fighter
crashed near here tothe fraternity.
day, killing the test pilot and two
Refreshments were served, and persons on the
ground when the
cards were the diversion of the aircraft struck a row
of six houses.
evening.
A woman and a 6-year -old child
were killed when the plane struck
the houses. Another woman was
believed to be buried beneath the
wrckage. A third was rescued.
The pilot, Squadron Leader MiChi Omega sorority held its an- chael Adriana Graves, was the son
nual Halloween party Saturday of Sir Cecil Graves, a former dinight for members and their guests rector general of
the
British
in the annex to the Chi 0 house, Broadcasting Corporation.
435 S. Sixth strek.
Decorations included corn stalks,
pumpkins, ghosts, bats, and skeletons: Masks were placed on the
walls.
Coffee, doughnuts, sandwiches,
and popcorn balls %%ere served.
Dancing was to records.

Truman May Not
Attend Wedding

Frat Fetes Frosh

Three Lose Lives

Chi Omega Has Party
With Halloween Theme

Following a formal ceremony at
the local chapter house, Delta Upsilon fraternity pledged 10 men to
the organization recently, according to Ed Mosher, pledge master.
Pledges are Bob Leagle, George
Dave
Coakley,
Vince Lacoste,
Down, Don Brotvn, Ray MacLean,
Harry Moore, John Herzig, Tyler
Harr and Gerald Nelson.

C. W. Meisterlins
Reside in Oakland

SAE Welcomes Neophytes

Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity
Buy a tag for the chest, don’t
pledged 21 men recently to cap let the cause be busted!
an eventful rushing program.
Those receiving SAE pledge pins
are Dan Inveen, Paul Rembert,
Lee Cashion, Elliot House, Ted
STARTS NOV. 10
Hovig, Ron Wren, George Ryder,
Dave Vallandigham, Tom Wright,
Bud Callisch, Richard Thompson,
Tom Murphine, and John Hamber.
HUMIDOR
Others are Owen Hall, John
BARBER SHOP
Drew, Jack Blackwell, George
339 South First Street
Graaskamp, Jerry McAtee, Keith
Cakehread, Don Lee, and Floyd
(Across the street from Sears)
Brisbane.
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Miss Donna June Bohlin exchanged vows with Jerome M. Co.
in a double-ring ceremony before the altar of Calvary Methodist
church recently. The Rev. James. H Strayer read the rites to t!iii
couple. The bride wore a gown of blush pink slipper satin. It was
styled with an off-the-shoulder neckline -accented by a ruffle of imported lace. The long train of her
frock also was bordered with lace.
Iridescent orange blossoms held
her blush pink fingertip veil. Her
bridal bouquet consisted of pale
Six attendants preceded Miss pink carnationsr-and bouvardia.
Attired in dusty pink satin
Mildred Curries down the aisle
when she became the bride of gowns and carriing pink net basCarl Meisterlin in Gilroy during kets filled with pink flowers, five
attendants preceded the bride and
the summer.
For her wedding, the daughter her father, Frank H. .Bohlin, to
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gurries of the altar.
Miss Karine Snyder served as
Gilroy chose a white nylon organdy dress, fashioned with insets of maid of honor. Bridesmaids were
Chantilly lace. Her fingertip length the Misses Mitzi Lerner, Dorothy
veil was held in place by a small Kamuf, Shirley Anne Cook, and
band with seed pearl trim. She Juanita Gibbs.
Rey Coe Is Best Man
carried an arrangement of white
Roy Coe acted as his brother’s
orchids and bouvardia with her
best man. Ushers Harold Hershey,
prayer book.
James Kamuf, Franklin Hale, and
The bride’s sister, Miss Mary
Paul Rembert seated the guests.
Frances Gurries; was maid of honThe bride is the daughter of
or.. Secondary attendants were
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Bohlin of
Mrs. Hartild Gttrries, the bride’s
San Jose. Mrs. Bohlin greeted
sister-in-law; Mrs. Howard Wright
wedding guests in a violet-hued
and the Misses Marjorie Sly, Roafternoon dress offset with black
saba Garbini, and Eileen Kerker.
accents and a white orchid.
of
The attendants wore dresses
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome H. Coe,
white nylon organdy over pastel
the benedict’s parents, reside in
taffeta. Following the wedding, a
Kaneohe, Oahu, T.H. Mrs. Coe
reception for the newlyweds was
received
those in attendance in a
held at the home of the bride’s
coral afternoon dress complementparents.
ed by black accessofies and a
Both Mr. and Mrs. Meisterlin white orchid.
attended San Jose State college.
The bride attended Lincoln high
Mrs. Melaterlin is a member of school and San Jose State college
Kappa Alpha Theta.
and is affiliated with Alpha PhL
Meisterlin is the son of Mr. and Other acidsl affiliations include
Mrs. Carl W. Meisterlin of Oak- La Fidele, Zeta Rho, and the Orland. The newlyweds are now liv- der of Rainbow for Girls.
ing in Oakland while Meisterlin is
benedict attended high
The
attending the University of Calif- school and junior college#on the
ornia.
mainland and later studied at the
University of Hawaii.
San Francisco will be called
home by the couple.

"Chicken in the Rough

Hamburgers are at their best
only when you Air that delicious
ground beef mad* by Western
Cold Storage Company.
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Bohlin-Coe Unite at Altar
Of Si Methodist Church
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1949 College Offers
Germanics
At Chico State

Campus Scene
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What Well-Dressed Men
Wear on SF Campus
!naked without) one large pipe.
By BOB DONOVAN
Smoothie - For all
genuine
What the "well dressed" colle-I
giate male wears about the cam- smoothies there is only one style
pus these days is an interesting of dress. Adopting a sort of a
example of eye -searing phenom- back-to-wierd nature philosophy
ena. Strangely enough these up- these campus Casanovas waddle
standing examples of satorial toward anything that will make
gaudiness tend to gravitate into them stand out like a gangrenous thumb.
certain categories.
Usual dress: Khakie or grays,
UnderprofAt the top of the
fashion scale squats that rare T-shirts or any other close fitting
bird who dresses enough like a garment which doesn’t hide the
full fledged professor to be mis- manly ripple of their muscles,
thick soled shoes, Chronicle
takOn for one.
Usual dress: conservative bus- sporting green and a goodly supiness suit, white shirt and tie, ply of spicy experiences.
Imitates Favorite Actor
pipe and, of course, a most learnAr-teeOne of the most intered air.
Naked Without His Pipe
esting specimens. Usually poor
...MagtadT h a t literate WI- imitators of their favorite actors,
Magfad - - That literate indi- announcers or music impresarios.
clashing color
Usual dress:
vidual who avidly reads Esquire
and sundry other publications schemes, suede shoes or some
which inform him what the styl- other outlandish footwear, cigarish rah rah boy wears while ette holders, clothes of a rather
prowling around a Vassar dormi- to say the least, odd cut and,
naturally, an etheral look about
tory.
Usual dress: hot and cold run- them.
r wonder whd’s kissing them
ning bow ties, well polished shoes,
tailored sport coats and (I’m now?

Scientific Research at Cal
Features Cyrlotron Building
By Harold Bergstein
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIAThe pulse of scientific research on the Berkeley campus
has beer. accelerated during the
past year to an almost over- wheIming tempo.
Discoveries coupled with reports of expansion and construction have provided the searching
reporter with ample material to
fill the columns of the nation’s
newspapers.
Ferhaps the most outstanding
of scientific progress is being
"ma,e atop Charter Hill in the
cyclotron building.
H e r e, the University’s atom
Smasher has been revised and lm preyed until it has attained rec.
ognir ion as the world’s largest
and most efficient.
Cyclotron
Approximately 100. yards from
the cyclotron a new and more
powerful instrument for furthering nuclear research is under construction. The machine has been
dubbed "bevatron," and is under
the supervision of the Atomic
Energy Commission.
At present, work on the cyclotron has greatly contributed to
me’ cal and biological advances.
The first control of a disease
thrcugh the use of atomic medicine was reported recently by Dr.
John H. Lawrence, director of tifb
Dcnner laboratories.
Radiophospheric therapy h a s
given victims of polycythemia,
heretofore fatal disease, an opportunity to look forward to a
normal life span. Lawrence asserted.
Supersonic Tunnel
- In the engineering department
the world’s first supersonic speed
%cirri tunnel has been designed to
test models under conditions found
from 50 to 80 miles above the
earth.
It is estimated that the tunnel
will attain speeds four times the
velocity of sound and perhaps considerably higher. In its operation
to date it has simulated speeds up
to 2.6 times the speed of sound.
Reports from the University’s
South African elipedition have
proided for all AThericans a unique glimpse into the confines of
the dark continent,
In Ovambo country, one of the
ficientists ,ilved with African natives ’for,IVer a year studying the

habits andcustoms of an ancient
people.
One of the strange practices observed was that of "preparation
for marriage." Girls made themselves ready for matrimony by
dancing for three successive days
and nights as a test of strength.
Archaeologists have also had
their day. During the past summer a group Df nine students traversed into the region surrounding
Trinidad bay and measured the
life span of an ancient Indian village with an exactness almosl unheard of in California archaeology.,
More than 3000 artifacts were
recovered from the site .cxcavation, It. was reported that the top
layer contained a great wealth of
19th century historic materials,
including metal objects, bottle of
Sandwich glass and European
chinaware.
Electronic Guides
Still another contribution to scientific prestige at the University
was the invention of electronic
guides for aircraft by Luis Alvarez, professor physics.
The scientist has devised a system that could accommodate 200
planes a minute, should air travel
of the future ever bring about
such a concentration. Airliners
would be kept on course as surely
as a streamliner follows its rails.
Last year, the National Academy of Sciences met on the Berkeley campus. Commenting on the
future of scientific research one
noted physicist remarked, "There
are two alternatives available to
humanity. It will soon make its
choice of either the introduction
of numerous modern conveniences and a healthier world or complete obliteration by atomic energy and bacteriological warfare."

CHICO STATE COLLEGE.
Using slides and illustrations in
place of the conventional textbook,
Dr. George G. Strem, head of the
Poreign language department, will
offer students and townspeople
his course in "German Culture
and Institutions" each Thursday
evening.
"After spending a summer of
research on the subject, Dr.’Strem
plans to cover the subject thoroughly but not too "academically," with numerous lectures on
the arts, sciences, and social developments of Germany.
He gives the example of one of
the many sidelights of the course
in the lur, a prehistoric Bronze
Age musical instrument capable of
22 tones, on which the Danish
people gave concerts until only
recently.
Dr. Strem further points out
that his informal class will cover
more than just German culture; it
will also serve as a background to
World institutions, since all cultures are interwoven.
The course, which annually alternates with one on the French
people, he believes would be of
aid to students in far-reaching
fields.
Music students, science,
social science, and law majors
could also benefit greatly from
the course, says Dr. Strem.
Covering the period from prehistoric times to the Reformation
during the first semester, and
from about- 1600 to the present
during the second half of the
year, Dr. Strem’s "German Culture" will be offered each Thursday evening from 7:00 to 9:00.
Feeling that no adequate and
up-to-date book existed on German culture and institutions, Dr.
Strem spent the summer in research work at the libraries of the
University of California, Stanford and Southern California making a detailed study of the subject, and is now preparing a textbook for the course. It is the
foundations of this book that he
will use as lecture material for
e course.

udents to Build
Five-Room Home

Ca,

COLLEGE OF SEQUOIA.- -Under the oak tree by the shop
buildings,
the building trades
classes are building a five room
house to ,,be sold in the spring to
the highest bidder.
Joseph Guarisco, head of the
building trades department, and
24 students, 10 of whom are in
carpentry 56a and the remaining
14 are in carpentry 55a, are erecting, on the campus a five room
house.
The house will contain two bedrooms, a living room -dining room
combination, a kitchen, bath, and
a service porch.
Students will do the plumbing,
wiring and painting besides the
actual building. The house which
will be complete in every detail,
Will be sold next spring to the
highest bidder.
The minimum
price for the house will be set by
the school board.
Carpentry 55a is an elementary class and 56b is the advanced
class. .In working on the house
the classes are combined, but in
class room activities they will be
separate. In the way of class
work the elementary students in
55a study mathematics, blueprint
reading, specification codes, care
and use of their tools and machinery and elementary estimation.

MOVIESPLAYERSTODAY!

CHARLIE
LOUIS FIGHTS
W. C. FIELDS
4:30 P.M.
-410tLittle Theater

Glue Pot and Eye Shade
By CARL CASE
SAN DIEGO STATE COLLEGE has the answer to our most
serious problem here at SJSC
natnely the price of coffee.
Hot -O -Mat is the answer to our
Hot -0-Mat will settle
prayers.
the Coop conjestion problem. Hot 0 -Mat coffee costs only a nickel.
Not only does it sell coffee, but
it also sells chocolate for a dime.
Just put in your coin, push a button, and out comes a steaming
cup of coffee or chocolate.
A push-button system makes it
possible for you to get black coffee, coffee with sugar, coffee with
cream, or coffee with sugar and
cream.
Paper cups are used in the machine and may be disposed of
when empty. This saves the work
of washing all the cups and saucers that would ordinarily be
used.

Ifot-O-Mat was installed on the
Attec campus only a week ago
and has been going strong ever
since. Apparently the San Diegans go for it in a big way.
We might well borrow the .idea
from San Diego State to solve
our own problem in the Coop.
Progressive’ thinking might be
applied to our problem of. lessening the annoyance of perennial
stool-sitters.

FLASH!
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA.The Senior class has finally decided what their class gift
will bea scholarship fund.
The Daily Californian, campus
newspaper, has been filled with
news of this major campus controversy since the beginning of
the semester.
Prior to a recent meeting of
126 seniors, a cement bench for
visiting football teams was the
May Solve SJSC Problem
With this new invention, Spar- favored idea. The speech of a
tans again could enjoy a five-cent senior classman apparently killed
cup of coffee with no work at- the bench gift issue.
tached to It.
Sea Gulls Kill Idea
"If we put a players’ bench in
San Diego is the only college
that has this modern service at Memorial stadium, for all but 24
the present time. San Jose State hours of a year nobody will use
it but the seagulls," he stated.
could be the second to have it.
Among the proposals that were
outvoted by the scholarship fund
were the players’ bench, underpillow radios for Cowel hospital,
a non -denominational university
chapel, campus bulletin boards, a
CAL POLY.With the goal of ticket booth, library showcases,
having the best looking grounds TV sets for Men’s and Women’s
on the campus, members of the clubrooms, and a landscape Job
Architecture club have taken it at North gate.
If a $4,000 fund is raised, the
upon themselves to landscape the
area around the new architecture senior class will be able to give a
building at Hillcrest, according to $300 scholarship each year.
Larry Mears, club president.
I
"On their own initiative, the
BE AN
members are planning, designing
and doing the actual work inEARLY
volved in the process. The horticulture department has cooperBIRD
ated by donating all landscaping
supplies needed for the project,"
HAVE THOSE CHRISTMAS
said Mears.
GIFT PORTRAITS AND GREETING
"Later," . he continued, "the men
CARDS MADE NOW
will, design. and make furniture
which will be placed in the patio.
This will be for the convenience
of the architectural students for
their leisure time."
41 No. 10
Pie. C.Ypeoss 2-6960
Mears reasoned that since the
architects are the only industrial
organization with offices and
buildings on the same grounds,
they are wise in taking advantage
of the situation to turn Ilillcrest
You’ll Like Our
into the most beautiful site on
campus.

Architecture Club
Landscape Campus

The HOLLYWOOD
Studio

We Guarantee
SHORT

the STUDENT

ORDERS
SEA FOOD
STEAKS

SUPPLY, BOOK & GIFT SHOP
70 E. San F
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-

CY 4.3530

School Supplies
BOOKS
GIFTS
CARDS
TOYS

HOT GARLIC BREAD with all meats

the Price is Right
and

Off

10%
for State Students
with S.B. Cards

GAMES
CANDIES
TOBACCOS
STATIONERY

MICHAEL’S
FINE

Many Other Items

FOODS

13th and Rosa Sts.
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Spartan’s, Broncs
SplashTomorrow
Spartan water rompers. are set for their game with the Broncos
of Santa Clara tomorrow night at 9 in the Santa Clara pool.
’Captain Fred Hanssen’s ankle gave him no trouble in the Indian
and Mustang games last week l Norm Keeler’s eye, though black over
the weekend, has returned to normal size. He has ben working out
all this week.
Vicious Practices This Week
Practices have been particularly vicious so far this week. The
team is not satisfied with its soso record and the members feel
that they are better. They want
to rap the Broncos, but good, and
be the first athletic team from
San Jose State to do the job this
year.
Santa Clara is not too strong
In water polo. They have several
powerful swimmers, but are not
too exeperieneed. The Spartans,
on the other sand, have excellent
shooting to go with powrful swimming.
Hanssen, known primarily as a
fine defensive player, showed Cal

Schedules Wrong!
The Cal Poly -San Jose State
foothati game will be played ag..
FRIDAY night In San Luis
Obispo. Leon Jacobs’ and Associated Oil’s schedules to the
contrary.

Job
the
a

Polymen on Friday that he has
a good backhanded flip. He would
be right up with George Haines
and Keeler in the’ scoring department if he prayed forward.
Reeler High Scorer
Keeler, the thrasher from Palo
Alto high, scored 10 goals in 18
hours last week to boost his total
for the year to 21. Haines, the
"Kalamazoo Kid," is a close runner-up with 19.
Chesley (Douglas,
Spartan
guard, broke into tb,e, glory book
by throwing in a pointer against
Stanford. Douglas is rough in the
water and knows how to handle
opposing forwards who are breaking toward the net
Goalie Jack Hihner made some
nice saves against the Indians.
Big Red forward Frojen got past
him several times with long shots
into the upper right hand coner
of the net but the other Indian
scores were strictly set-ups.

Day, Lund, to Sit
Out Poly Cross
Country Meet

IN

1

Tiger BackRoars Past Upended _Spartan Defender

Coach Walt Bealey’s blue eyes
are beginning to-dampen and the
crying towel is out and well it
might be for the cross country
learn will be facing a crisis this
weekend.
Saturday afternoon the undefeated Spartans will meet with
Cal Poly in San Luis Obispo. It’s
true that the Spartans defeated
the Mustangs earlier this year,
hut now it appears the Spartans
will be without their usual poteney.
Jim Lund and co-eiptain
Marion Day are both on the ailing list and even with co-captain
Dore Purdy garnering his usual
first place the Spartans are very
apt to be humbled.
!ri their earlier meeting Luna
finished fourth and Day swept in
for a sixth as the Spartans defeated Cal Poly by a mere three
points. Loss of Day and Lund
points to a reversal of the previous decision unless the "Frank
Merriwell" comes out in runners
Jim Simpson, Neil Williams, Al
and Bob Weber, and Doug Prestage.
Harley Dow, Spartan Co-Captalli and tackle, never played football before attending San Jose
State.

Four Staters
May Miss First
CCAA Contest
Four Spartan grid standouts,
center Bob Cheim, end Junior
Morgan, tackle Harley Dow, and
halfback Harry Russell may be
forced by injuries to remain on
the bench Mien San Jose State
plays its second CCAA game of
the season with Cal Poly Friday.
The four key Staters all aggrivated old injuries against College of Pacific Friday, and since
the Mustangs don’t appear in the
same class with the Golden Raiders, all may remain spectators.
Russell is the leading Spartan
ground gainer for 949 with 389
yards and a 7.8 average. Cheim
and Dow are defensive stars, and
%mann is the squad’s leading pass
receiver. The big end has caught
13 aerials for 273 yards and four
touchdowns this year.
Halfback. Buddy Traina, who
suffered a broken collarbone in
the Santa Clara-San Jose State
game, may return to action
against he Mustangs, but will
Mary
see only limited service.
Johnson, top breakaway runner on
the State squad, will definitely sit
out the contest with a kidney injury.
Cal Poly, under coach Charles
Paveiko, will be primed to the
hilt to avenge the 47-7 defeat administered by the Spartans last
year. The 47 points scored by the
Staters represented the most any
team was able to mark against
Pavelko’s boys In the 1948 campaign.
Chief Poly breakaway threat is
Doss Si1711118, whose brilliant running against University of Mexico, elevated him, to a starting
berth.

Frats Win Games
In the first inter-fraternity
league football game played yesterday afternoon at The Rose
Gardens, Phi Sigma Kappa defeatrd Lambda Chi Alpha, 20-0.
Kappa; Alpha edged out Delta
Upsilon with a score of 6-0 in the,
second game.
Both games -.were the first in
the series of inter-fi-at competi’
tion.

DON HARDEY, who scored on the first scrimmage play for the Tigers in the 45-7 slaughter Friday
night, here shows the form that makes him a 9.6 man and a twisting back besides. Hardey, who picked
up a first down on this second-quarter play, is moving over to let "Tiny" Campora (83) get in front of
’Spartans Vice Bondietii (59) and Archie Chagonjian (23). Tiger flankman Phil Ortez (70) has knocked
flat a line-backer Fred Silva (77). COP backs and blockers were excellent.
photo by Bob Crab!),

Freshmen Seek to
Avenge ’48 Defeat
Cal Poly’s 1949 frosh football
team is sporting almost the identical record of last year’s squad,
which downed the San Jose State
froth, 21-12. The Mustangs are
looking for a repeat performance
in ’their meeting Saturday night
with the Spartans..
Bob Steele, a former Spartan,
was quite a football player in 1946
and 1947 and the knowlege he
gained has been put into coaching the Cal Poly Colts. Last year
was Steele’s first year as coach of
the Cal Poly frosh team, which
came through the season with an
undefeated record. He’s now trying for his second such record.
Last year’s score means nothing to Coach Tom Cureton’s yearlings of this year for they are
"up" for Saturday’s game. Spirit
has ’been high during this week’s
practide and the.froshappear ’set
to emulate their win over Lassen
J. C. earlier this season.

consolation prize to be decided
on later.
This annual event is a handicap
affair in which less experienced
long distance runners are given a
head start. A rapid athletic fan,
Dean Paul Pitman, will again be
on hand to fire the blast that will
set the runners on their way from
the Men’s gym, to the Spartan
Stadium and return.
In the past boxers, wrestlers,
representatives of campus organizations and fraternitiel, etc.
have all answered the calf to
enter the event and have proceeded to upsetthe favorites.
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3 months $10.00Used Standard & Portable Machines For Salo
Also New Portables
Plan

Easy Payment

UNDERWOOD ROYAL

REMINGTON

Est 1900

G. A. BLANCHARD

Playess
Donaldson
Russell
Morgan
Beek
Huxley
Traina
Dambacher
Mangani
Smyth
Chagonjian
Mpersuennndohansa

24 So. 2nd St., CYpress 3-6383

10
7

153
154

Scoring
Td.
6
5
4.
3
3
3
3
2
2
1
0
1

3
1

0.400
1.500

Pat,

Total
36

5-10
11-13
2-2

24
18
18
18
18
12
12
12
11
11
8

LOVERS!

SAVE 15% on
Flowers and Jewelery
Join the NCC

ELECTRIC SIMMS
Saks end Service

GOLFERS
ATTENTION

REMINGTON RAND,
SCHICK and
SHAVEMASTER

Now, for a green fee of only $4
per month, with your ASB card,
you can golf any day of the week
except Sat. and Sun. Also, clubs
and 2 golf balls can be rented
for 50c a day.

Parts
Bilit Stock
bay
Trained Mechanics

Mall Service a Specially

THE SHAVER SHOP

HILL VIEW
GOLF COURSE
Tully Road

Passing
Att.Corup.Yds.Int.Td.Pet.
98 52 789 8 9 .531

25
bagh
Houlihan 14

Seven San Jose State gridders
San Jose State’s loss to College
Modesto Junior College
attended
Spartans’
was
the
Pacific
the
of
fourth of the season, the first before enrolling at Washington
time since 1936 a Spartan team Square.
has lost four games. in one year.

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

CORONA

Passer
Menges
Sensen-

Frosh at Sequoia

Special Rental Rates for Students
Biggest Cup of Coffee
in Town

Russell, Morgan, Lead
In State Gad Attack

Harry Russell, the 185-pound
halfback from Pittsburg, Pa. who
carried the offensive load against
College of Pacific Friday. is the
leading ground gainer on the ’49
State football squad, according to
statistics released yesterday by
Athletic Publicity Director Denny
Hill.
Fullback Jack Donaldson continues to lead the squad in scoring with 8 touchdowns and 36
points.
The partial statistics through
Oct. 28 follow:
Rushing
Att. Yds.Lat. Net.Avg.
Player
50 402 13 389 7.8
Russell
4 263 8.2
Donaldson 32 267
5 209 6.1
34 214
Johnson
1 180 10.6
17 181
Mendonsa
0 159 5.7
Dambacher 28 159
7 121 5.5
22 128
Smyth
Pass Receiving
Yds. Tda.
No.
Receiver
Tom Nilsson, scoring forward Morgan
13
273
4
for the Frosh water polo team, Wilson
0
134
11
goes into action against his alma Cement ina
116
0
5
mater this afternoon at 3:30 when Dambacher
96
0
4
the first -year men play Sequoia Persha
1
6
89
high in Redwood City.
1
2
65
Russell
The Frosh, who sport a not -too- Smith
0
5
62
glorious record of three wins and I Fleck
1
48
3
defeated Sequoia’ Johnson
losses,
four
0
3
43
earlier this season, 10-4.
2
5
38
Donaldson

Homecoming Queen to Reign
Over Turkey Trot on Nov. 22,
San Jose State’s annual Turkey Trot plans are rapidly reaching culmination under the direction of Coach Walt Bealey. This
year Tuesday, Nov. 22 has been
chosen as the date for the running of the race.
As if the notoriety gained from
finishing among the top runners
wasn’t enough, additional incentive will be provided ’with the
awarding of prizes. Prizes will be
presented to the runners by this
year’s Homecoming Queen Debris
Peterson. First prize will be a
turkey; second, a goose; third, a
duck; fourth, a chicken, and a

HARRY AND JUNIOR TOPS
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UNESCO Woman Observer
Will Speak Here Tomorrow
"Approach to Peace" will be the subject of a speech to be given
by Mrs. Gladys Walter of New York City, observer4or ilep United
Nations and consultant on UNESCO.
Public is invited to hear the speech at 11:30 a.m. Thursday in
the Little Theater. Mrs. Walser is one of the most outstanding women
in America and has been workbag

Next Year’s Plans
For Frosh Camp
To Be Made Soon

The YMCA and YWCA are two Chest is the Visiting Nurse associagencies that receive Community ation.
This association provides skilled
Chest funds.
bedside nursing in illness and dem.
The YMCA conducts- activities
and teaches this care to
which help young people develop onstrates
attendant family. It also asthe
Christian character. Emphasis is
sists physicians in health superlaid on activities for boys and
vision, particularly for the proyouths, campihg and a year-round
spective and new mother.
program of sports. Counseling is
uring June the VNA made
given boys and parents. "Y" at1223 calls; 432 were free to people
tendance in June was 4597; memwho *could not afford to pay; 286
bership is 1500. The "Y" has rewere paid only in part. Charge is
quested $25,0,19 from the Chest for
made according to ability to pay.
1950.
The usual fee is $2.50 per
The YWCA aids character The Visiting Nurses have requestgrowth in girls and young women ed $18,198 from the Chest for
through clubs organized around 1950.
Attenspecial interest groups.
dance in June was 4818. MemberUp In the mornin’. Out on the
ship is about 700. Instead of talk- job. Work like the devil for my
ing about Juvenile Delinquency, tag.
they’re preventing it, sponsors say.
The YWCA’s request for next year
Bob Edminster, who doubles at
is $16,591.
end and center for San Jose State,
posterity with
An important local agency re- works as a taxidermist during the
ceiving funds from the.Community summer months.

Plans for next year’s freshman
camp will get under way at a
Meeting in Room 119 at 7:30 p.m.;
Monday, according to Ron La Mar,
1950 camp director.
Students wishing to participate
in the event as counselors or in
other fields are invited to attend,
ILK Mar stated.
The 1949 camp at Asilomar was
the first to be held under the
sponsorship of the student body.
More than 300 freshmen attended,
as well as 38 counselors and 40
faculty members.
The camp plan,’ designed as a
departure point for freshmen in
their college life, originally was
sponsored in 1944 by the Student
Christian association. Attendance
has increased steadily during the
five years. the plan has been in
operation.

with the United Mations from its
beginning, said Dr. Geergeareale,
associate professor of history and
political science.
She has had wide experience as
an active participant in ’world
"Hail Spartans Hail", a color
affairs.
movie of San Jose State college
"A veteran public speaker, she
will be shown tonight at 7 o’clock
has addressed business, profesin Morris Dailey auditorium. The
sional and women’s clubs, church
movie will be shown in conjunction
groups, and student groups
with the Community Chest drive.
throughout the United States, acStudents are requested to come
cording to Dr. Bruntz.
early to get a good seat, according
For many years Mrs. Walser
to ASB President Don Schaeffer.
was a resident of Japan. She also Purchase Of a
Chest "tag" will be
was a visitor to Europe. Her the admission fee.
Don’t threaten
knowledge of events and customs,
’cultural
"Hail
Spartans
Hail"
was
filmed
lag’
the
West
and
Far
East
the
in both
during the 1948-49 academic year
is first-hand, he continued.
She has recently returned from and was first shown in August to
an extended trip to Germany, Summer Session students. The
France, England, Czeckoslovakia, Movie depicts scenes of campus
buildings, classes, personnel, SparAustria, and Scandinavia.
In Copenhagen, Denmark, she di Gras and athletic act ivt ies.
Danny Hill, SJSC athletic purepresented the United States at
director, aided in film comblicity
the International Congress of the
Keith I
Women’s International League for position ’and production
Clark, local radio announcer, is
Peace and Freedom.
Mrs. Walser is a member of the narrator.
Women United for the United NaDon’t let your chest saggive s
tions, the Race Relations Commitee of the American Civil Liber- today and tomorrow. Buy a tag!’
ties Union, the committee on You can teach that old dog new
Women in World Affairs, and the tricks by giving to the chest drive!,
Fellowship of Reconciliation. She Spartans stay supreme by’ supalso is field representative for the porting the chest drive. Buy al
Women’s International League for tag! Hey! Old hag! Where’s that
tag?
Peace and Freedom,

litovie on, State
To Show Tonight

YMCA, YWCA, Nurses Group
Use Chest Funds for Work
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They’ll Do It Again This Weekend

Above is a group of seniors at the Senior Overnight at Asilomar last
May. Bob Sampson, in checked shirt, is in, the confer.

’Overnight’ Leader
Promises Big Time

Engineers to 1101d
Annual Barbecue
At Alum Rock

An Guenther, Senior Overnight
chairman, asks all seniors who
have paid their Si deposit to pay
the remaining $3 at the Graduate
Manager’s office as soon as possible.

The Engineering society will
hold its annual barbecue Friday
afternoon and evening, Nov. 4,. at
Alum Rock park, according to
George Cashman, publicity chairman.
Transportation will leave the
Engineering quonset hut lab at
2:30 p.m., but the feast will not
begin until after 5 p.m. to allow
late-comers to get in on the eating.
There are more than 400 engineering students on campus. Cashman said. Clayton Farlow is president of the organization and Mr.
Norman Gunderson, assistant professor of egineering, is the adviser.

-Overnight plans-are really rolling," Miss Guenther said. "The
co-ed football game, relays, dancing and entertainment will give
seniors a chance to forget books
for a while and just relax."

Senicirs will leave for their
weekend of fun at Asilomar Saturday morning from the student
union by private car. They will
return Sunday afternoon.
A beach bonfire will be held
Saturday night if weather permits.
If we don’t reach It, DON’T
All students with ukeleles are
urged to bring them along.
A have YOURSELF TO BLAME.
small snack will be served late Buy a tag!
Saturday evening to eliminatelhe
necessity of students leaving Asilomar for any reason.

Iota Delta Phi’s
Meet and Elect
Jim Fortney was elected secretary of Iota Delta Phi, French
honor society, at their recent
meeting at the home of Dr. Boris
Gregory, adviser.
Mr. and Mrs. Siguard Rosenlund
(Barbara Fultonformerly of the
college faculty) showed pictures of
their trip to France, England, and
Norway.

.-

Home Ec Shows
Textbook Display

An exhibition of textbooks for
homemaking subjects in the secondary schools is on display in the
corridor of the Home Economics
building this week, according to
Miss Hazel Baum.
The display was arranged by
Miss Baum for her home economics class, and features many books
highly recommended by the committee on textbooks for the San
Jose city schools. The books will
be on exhibition until Nov. 4.

Yes, Camels are SO MILD that in a
coast-to-coast test of hundreds of men and women
who smoked Camels and
only Camels for 30
consecutive days, noted throat specialists, making
weekly examinations, reported
NOT ONI SINGLE IASI OP THROAT IRRITATION
DUE TO SMOKING CA4111.111

